
Disabling The Speed Alarm 
Tools Required: 

• Phillips screwdriver  
• 5 - 6 cm electrical insulation tape  

Time Required: 10 minutes 

Many of the 300ZX's imported from Japan have an alarm fitted that begins to chime at 
105 kph.  

While this sounds like a good idea, anyone who has driven any distance with the alarm 
sounding will agree that it becomes very annoying. Fortunately, disabling the alarm is 
unbelievably simple. 

Begin by removing the two screws on the underside of the hood over the instrument 
panel. 

 

This allows the hood to be raised and removed. 



 

The chime unit is mounted in the centre at the top. You will see a connector with three 
wires, yellow (positive), black (earth), and green with a yellow stripe (trigger). 

Follow the wires down a short way and you will find an inline connector with a green and 
yellow stripe wire.



 

This is the trigger for the speed alarm. Pull the connector apart and wrap some electrical 
insulation tape around the exposed end (this has 12V applied when the ignition is on) and 
secure it to the wire harness. 

 



The alarm is now disabled. The chimes for leaving the headlights on will still be 
operational. This only disconnects the trigger from the speedo. 

If you desire, fit a switch in a convenient location and run a wire from one side of the 
connector, through the switch and back to the other side of the connector. In this way you 
can choose if the alarm is active or not. 

Have fun. Garry (gchr@netspace.net.au) 

 

Additional trickyness by Bob Veale and Bob in Oz: 

This modification provides a switchable speed alert, without need to install an additional 
switch - It uses the cruise control switch. 

The green wire to the speed alert transducer is cut, as per the bypass modification, but is 
then routed through a 12 volt dc relay. One side of the cut wire is connected to the N.C. 
(normally closed) contact , the other to the C. (common) contact. 

With the relay in its de-energised state, the speed alert transducer remains connected. 

One side of the relay coil is connected to a suitable ground, the other is joined to the wire 
(green/white trace) shown in the diagram. A diode (1N4001 or equivalent) should be 
installed across the coil as shown to protect against spikes. 

When the cruise control is switched "ON", the relay coil is energised and the speed alert 
is disabled. 
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